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ADA:  “Shhhh……listen to my tale, racing child, 

of when the fiery oceans waxed across the land and 

suddenly disappeared into the vast cavities of the 
planet, and the years of the rise of the Empire of Amos 

sent constructs of golden spires reaching towards the 
heavens like the fabled Swords of Daedelus!  Vast 

mining civilizations spread across the world with their 
beacons outshining the stars above.  Luxa, Arculight, 

Temura, Calidus, Pattos with its underground cities 

and impenetrable race tanks, Akula with its trikes and 
riders of golden carbon f iber armor, Oros with its 

green-eyed women and flying machines set up high 
in the northern mountains, Xotech with its humanoid 

walkers and dwarven engineers, Bogos with its titans in the east, and the Gobas racing apes 

in the great salt flats.  Over all of these corporations stands DX, sole proprietor of the only 
space port and space fleet…..they control all trade and manufacturing.  DX sponsors races to 

incentivize and speed up the mining of resources to keep up with the demands and compete 
with neighboring worlds in the Sol System.  Stay alert race child!...the claxons beckon you 

forward to take your position.  Good Luck!” 

 

DX racing history can be traced back to the beginnings of the colonization program.  The 

race towards colonization dominance by aerospace corporations lead to the development of 

the DX racing car.  Most were simply modified earth vehicles equipped with a resource 

mining module built by DX known as a rezminer.  The rezminer was a complex instrument 

composed of drills, blades, extractors, and various contraptions capable of mining the 12 

primary resources found on DBRC.  As the population grew and the colonization race slowed, 

corporations took on the role of manufacturing and entertainment, the DX vehicles were set 

aside and stored due to their extremely high maintenance costs.  DBRC society utilized rail and 

air based transportation to get around and only a handful of risk-takers could afford to invest 

in a DX vehicle.  To be able to afford these vehicles, owners would stage races to collect 

admission and sponsorship for their expensive hobby.  Over time, syndicates realized that the 

ratings rose profit margins significantly and began investing in their very own DX cars.  As 

competition grew heated, DX vehicles began being outfitted with more armor and improved 

weaponry.  Soon even the most antique of DX racers were being modified to fly, walk and 

traverse the deepest waters.  Some racers chose to pursue the finish line, while most found it 

more profitable to seek out the riches of the mines being opened along the race routes.  Will 

you pursue fame and reputation? Or seek out the riches to build your own corporation? 
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To build a DX Mining Racer….. 

Most DX racers take on the characteristics 

of their earth-based imports.  All DX race 

machines are equipped with a ReZMiner 

module to perform mining operations.  

How it works is a patented secret.  What 

determines the speed and ability of each 

car is its profile.  Note that some DX Race 

cars can possess more than 1 profile.  For 

example, the Xotech built Walkers are 

capable of flight and conversion into boat 

and even cars.   

Every vehicle is built using Vehicle Build Points (VBP).  In the standard game of DX Racing, you 

are provided with 50 points to assign to attributes (armor, cockpit, tires, fuel, brakes, float, and 

flight points) on the vehicle record sheet as well as outfit your vehicle with weapons, defenses 

and upgrades.  Before we go in-depth about each of these attributes, let’s look at the various 

vehicle types available and their profiles.  

Type I:  Cars.  This class covers most of the race cars.  It consists of exotic cars, super sport cars 

and high end saloon racing sedans.  This class is defined by its flexibility, and has mild off road 

handling capability.  Pros:   Very versatile vehicle class allowing the players to spread out their 

movement to 2 rolls making it the 3rd fastest vehicle type.   In addition, the MDP of 3 provides 

many movement options.  Cons:  only mediocre capabilities. 

Type II:  Off Roader.  Vehicles in the category have much improved off-road capability.  Pros:  

Effectiveness off-road is second to none and 2x the tire points to ensure it stays that way.  

Cons:  Can only roll once in the movement (MDP is 1). 

Type III:  Formula Car.  This class covers the high tech Formula 1 cars and prototypes.  Cars in 

this class have high top speeds that can propel them to the finish.  Pros:  With a maximum rolls 

of 3 for movement, this is the 2nd fastest class.  Cons:  Performs horribly off road with a score of 

2 or under in order to not get stuck while moving on off road terrain. 

Type IV:  Semi-Truck and Haulers.  These vehicles are powerful and large.  This class includes 

your Haulers which can carry another vehicle and drop them off mid-race.  Benefits are the 

amount of fuel they can hold.  Due to the enormous weight, these vehicles burn more fuel 
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when moving.  Pros:  Can be used to haul other vehicles in a race.  Requires that 1 turn be 

spent to load or unload the vehicle.  Cons:  Burns up a lot of fuel and has poor off road 

capabilities due to weight (unless multi-classed as both Type IV and Type II)  

Type V:  Motorcycles.  The motorcycle class is quick and maneuverable, but very vulnerable.  

No armor points allowed, and the cockpit value can only be a maximum of 6 points.  Pros:  

This is the fastest class with up to 4 rolls that can be made for movement.  Cons:  The most 

vulnerable vehicle class. 

Type VI:  Tank.  This class includes tanks and any vehicle with tracks.  Pros:  Great starting 

armor, fuel and tire points.  Great off road performer.  Cons:  Not very effective on the tarmac 

or on road sections. 

Type VII:  Walker.  This class is defined by a vehicle that walks.  It easily crosses off road terrain, 

but is not as fast.  They are heavily armored making them slower, but come heavily armed.  

Lastly walkers do x2 damage to anything it collides with.  Walkers do not have tire properties 

and thus fuel expenditure is not dependent upon tire points.  Pros:  Very effective both on 

road and off road.  Weapons can be fired in any direction regardless of facing.  A 360 degree 

fire arch is a major advantage in combat.  Can attack with hands during a collision causing x2 

damage when colliding with vehicles.  Cons:  Movement is slow for bi-pedal walkers. 

Type VIII:  Flyer.  This class involves all flight capable vehicles to include hovercrafts.  Vehicles 

are limited in altitude of 500 feet during the race.  These vehicles do not suffer from colliding 

with ground based vehicles but can with other flyers.  They are lightly armored, and if the 

flight value is reduced to zero will have to crash suffering D6 damage.  Do not have armor 

points, only cockpit points with a maximum value of 6.  Fliers do not have tire properties and 

thus fuel expenditure is not dependent upon tire points.  Pros:  Can move about the race track 

without colliding with other vehicles.  Cons:  Can be shot down easily. *NOTE:  Effectiveness 

in flight is 5. 

Type IX:  Boat.  The class does not involve hovercraft vehicles but of vehicles which float on the 

water.  Boats do not have tire properties and thus fuel expenditure is not dependent upon tire 

points.  Pros:   Dominate water sections.  Cons:  When float value is reduced to 0, the boat has 

sunk and is out of the race.  *NOTE:  Effectiveness on the water is 4.  **This class is only used 

on tracks design to accommodate water racing. 
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Type X:  Multiclass.  This class takes attributes from multiple classes via transformation from one 

class to another.  When you perform a transformation from 1 class to another, your MDP is 1 

for the remaining of the turn.  Adding an additional class costs 5 VBP.  Lastly, combiners are a 

form of large titan class multiclass walker composed of other multiclass vehicles or robots.  The 

advantage to these large titan class robots are in the amount of firepower they carry.  One 

unit in the combiner is designated as the primary unit.  When it is destroyed, all units become 

detached.  Pros:   Can adapt to the environment by transforming.  Cons:  Weapons and 

equipment must be assigned to a particular class resulting in requiring a transformation in 

order to access a weapon.  Destroying the primary unit in the combiner results in the inability 

to form into the one large titan class robot.  

Type XI: Train.  The train is only effective if the map possesses tracks for the train.  Trains only 

move 1 vehicle space (the length of the train) per turn.  Primarily used in Scenario games 

where a train is included.  Due to the sheer mass of the train, all vehicles that collide with the 

train are destroyed.  Trains do not have tire properties and thus fuel expenditure is not 

dependent upon tire points.  NOTE:  Trains are normally nonplayer vehicles used on specially 

designed tracks.  Pros:  Heavily armored and always moves.  Destroys anything that collides 

with it.  Cons:  Slow moving and restricted to the rail. 

 

Left:  Example 

of a Multi-class 

walker/semi-

truck in walker 

mode.  

 

 

 

 

 

The table on the following page relays the various vehicle profile traits. 
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Type 

Movemen

t Dice Pool 
(MDP) 

Maximu

m Rolls 
(MR) 

Effective

ness On 
Road 

Effective

ness Off 
Road 

Flight 
Value 

Float 
Value 

Starti
ng 

Tire 
Points 

Startin

g Fuel 
Points 

Startin
g 

Armor 
Points 

I      Car 3 2 3 3 NA NA x1 x1 x1 

II     Off 
Roader 2 1 3 5 NA NA x2 x1 x1 

III    
Formula 3 3 3 2 NA NA x1 x1 x1 

IV    
Semi-
Truck 1 1 3 2 none NA x1 x2 x1 

V     
Motorcyc
le 4 4 3 4 NA NA x1 x1 none 

VI    Tank 3 1 2 4 none NA x3 x2 x2 

VII   

Walker 

1/pair of 

legs 

1/pair of 

legs 4 4 NA NA NA x1 x1 

VIII  Flyer 4 2 5 flying 5 flying 3 NA NA x1 none 

IX     
Boat 3 2 4 water 4 water NA 3 NA x1 x1 

X      
Multiclass x x X x x X X X X 

XI Train 

 1 vehicle 
space per 

turn NA NA NA NA NA NA NA X4 
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Movement Dice Pool (MDP) and Max Rolls (MR)  

MDP represents the vehicles handling and maneuverability.  The more dice available, the 

more opportunities to move.  MDP dice pool can be split up into multiple rolls (up to the 

Maximum Rolls (MR) of the vehicle.  MR is used to illustrate the transmission, and thus top 

speed capability of the vehicle.  MDP value represents how many possible movement 

opportunities you will have to perform your movement.    It is in direct relationship with the 

Maximum Rolls.   

Kalibus Titan of Bogos:   “Catch up puny racer 

and heed my words!  Here’s an example, the 

Type I vehicle has 3 die.  You may roll all 3 die in 

1 roll of the dice or you can break it up into 2 

separate rolls (the MR value).  What’s the 

advantage?  In certain situations, rolling a die 

alone may be easier to control such as moving 

in between two cars.   In addition, sometimes 

you may want to save a movement die for 

blocking to prevent a car from passing, or 

evasion to prevent a rear collision.   Another 

disadvantage to Multiple Rolls is that whenever you roll the die, the vehicle MUST move.  

This is the golden rule in D6 Racing.  No car may remain static if you roll the die.  If you roll, 

and the die result is not equal to or lesser than your “Effectiveness On-Road/Off-Road”, you 

must spend -1 fuel to move on the first roll and an additional x2 fuel for every successive 

roll. 

Maximum Rolls.  Some vehicles have high MR (Maximum Rolls) ratings. This can be both an 

advantage and disadvantage.  The car may be able to cover more distance, but the risk of not 

reaching your VPT due to splitting up your MDP dice pool into multiple rolls could make you 

run out of fuel before you reach the pit lanes.  For example, the Type III F-1 car with an MDP 

of 3 and MR of 3 can roll 1 die 3 times, individually.   The chances of the 1 die not being a 

valid path result is much greater than if the player were to roll all 3 dice. 

Effectiveness On-Road, Off-Road and its effects on fuel.  This represents the driving 

characteristics of the vehicle on-road and off-road.  The dice result is equal to or lower the 
number than you succeed on efficient and effectively moving to that point without having to 
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waste fuel.  If you cannot you move you must expend -1 fuel (or -2 fuel points for Type IV 

Semi-Trucks) on the first roll and 2X the fuel on any successive rolls.  *Note:  This too effects 

both Flying and Floating vehicles. 

Flight Value.  Only flying vehicles have a flight value.  This is their starting value.  More may be 

assigned to bolster this value when the vehicle is built via the assigned vehicle build points for 
the race.  When the flight value is reduced to 0 the vehicle crashes out of sky suffering D6 

damage. 

Float Value.  Only water based vehicles that can float have a float value.  This is their starting 
value.  More may be assigned to bolster this value when the vehicle is built via the assigned 

vehicle build points for the race.  When the float value is reduced to 0 the vehicle is sunk. 

T ire Points:   After picking your vehicle type, assign point from your VBP and record the tire 

value.  Every time your vehicle touches off-road terrain, you must subtract -1 tire point.  In 

addition, if your vehicle runs out of tire points, your vehicle is now running inefficiently on no 

traction and must deduct -2 fuel points whenever going off-road until tire points can be 

restored.  *Note:  This does not apply to Flyers, Boats, Trains or Walkers. 

Starting Tire Points.  This is the multiplying factor performed with your assigned tire points at 
the beginning of the game.  A 2X designates that a vehicle possess 2X the tire points assigned 

to it when building the DX Racecar.  *Note:  This does not apply to Flyers, Boats, Trains or 
Walkers. 

Starting Fuel Points.  This is the multiplying factor performed with your starting fuel points at 

the beginning of the game. 

Starting Armor Points.  This is the multiplying factor performed with your starting armor points 

at the beginning of the game. 

Armor and Cockpit.  Every vehicle except for Motorcycle and Flying vehicles types have an 
Armor and Cockpit value.  Damage is never done to the Cockpit, until all the protective armor 

surrounding it has been depleted.   Note that damage does not carry over to the cockpit from 
the armor in the same attack.   
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Sergeant Glass from Pattos Race Tank Division:  
“Yes those DX Racers are built like a walnut!  Hard 
to crack and enduring despite the most 
temperate of foes!  For example, if the frontal 
armor of 2 is damaged by 3, the remaining 1 
damage point does not carry over to the cockpit. 
When your Cockpit value reaches zero, the 
damage affects you directly and your driver life is 
reduced.  So, stay sharp and keep that armor 
maintained!” 

Brake Points:  Assign point from your VBP and record your braking value.  Brakes are used to 

avoid collisions with object and other vehicles.  Any movement die thrown, that strikes 
another object is considered a collision.  If you don’t spend -1 braking, you and the vehicle you 

strike suffer 1 point of damage (car struck may perform an evade action if they still have die in 
their Movement Dice Pool that was unused from their turn).   

 

 

 

 

Left:  Type VI Tank takes aim at an 

opponent equipped with a turret 

allowing it a 360 degree firing arc. 
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In DX Racing all weapons and 

equipment are purchased using 

VBP (Vehicle Build Points) or 

Resources acquired by mining 

using the ReZMiner module 

installed on your DXRace Car.  

Some weapons require you to 

pick a “Facing” or direction in 

which the weapon is facing.  The 

possible facings are:  Front, Rear, 

Left, and Right.   The direction 

your weapon is pointing will 

affect where you can roll the dice 

to obtain a hit on your target.  

Other weapons are restricted on 

where they can be facing.  For 

example, the mine layer can only 

be faced towards the Rear.  DX 

Racing is a very deadly game and 

there is always friendly fire!  Gatlin 

gun fire may strike your target 

and bounce off a friendly vehicle, 

thus damaging both vehicles. 

How do I attack?  Based on the 

weapons “dice” rating, you take 

that many dice and toss them at the target based 

on the facing of the weapon.  All dice that strike cause damage!  Weapons can be up-scaled 

from D6 to D8 at a cost of 1VBP.  Up-scaling the die can be done multiple times. 
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Equipment Name 
VBP 
cost Dice Damage 

Starting 
Ammo Facing Effects 

Gatlin gun 1 4 1 NA Any   

Grenade launcher 2 1 Dieresult 2 
Front 
only 

Line of sight. Die remains active on the 
field until last car passes. 

Mine Layer 1 1 Die result 4 
Rear 
only Remains until detonated. 

Anti-Aircraft Cannon 1 2 1 NA Any Only reduces FLIGHT Value. 

Laser 2 1 Die result NA Any   

Anti-Tank Howitzer 3 1 Die result 3 Any Reduce tire value -1 when firing. 

Flamer** 3 3 Die result 1 Any 
 Ignores armor and damages cockpit 
directly. 

Missile Launcher** 2 2 Die result 6 Any   

Bomb** 3 4 Die result 1 Any Only used by Flight capable vehicles. 

Torpedo** 2 2 Die result 2 Any Only used by Boats 

Ram Plate  2       Any 
No damage taken if dice strikes that area 
in a collision 

uuuRefraction Armor 2         Ignore Laser Damage 

Fire Proof 2         Ignore Flame Damage 

Under Carriage Armor 2         Ignore mine damage 

Mine sweeper 3     Removes mines by destroying them 

Jump Jets 3     
Jump jets reduces MDP to 1.  Roll dice in 
front of a car within 3 car spaces. 

Run Flats 4      3   
Avoid spending fuel when tires are out of 
points.  

Oil Slick 2     2   
All cars behind receive -1 Effectiveness on-
road and off-road 

Smoke Screen 3     2   All cars behind MDP reduced to 1 

Bead-lock Tires 3         Effectiveness off-road increased by +1 

NITROS boost** 2     3   
Adds +1 MDP or +1 MR by subtracting -1 
fuel 

KERS 3     
Unlimite
d   

Kinetic Energy Recovery adds +1MDP by 
using -1 brakes 
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Equipment Name.  This column is the name of the equipment.  ** indicates that this 

equipment is explosive and if struck by 6 points of damage in 1 attack will lead to 1D6 

damage. 

VBP cost.  This column reflects the vehicle build point cost to acquire the item. 

Dice.  This column reflect how many dice are thrown (in D6) when firing the weapon. 

Damage.  This column will either state “dice”, which simply means the resulting die roll result 

or “1” which means for each dice that strikes the target, subtract 1 point.   

Starting Ammo.  This column defines how much ammo you begin with at the beginning of 

the race.  Note:  when you “pit in” to replenish supplies, you can never replenish more than 

what you started with. 

Facing.  This column is the direction in which the weapon is mounted, thus influencing the 

throwing of the dice when attacking.  Spending +2 MDP on a weapon, mounts it on a 360 

degree turret.  Since the turret is on the roof, you can only do this with 1 weapon system. 

Effects.  This column details about the equipment’s effect when activated. 

Gear Upgrades.  All vehicles start with D6 die in their movement die pools.  These gear die 

maybe upgraded but must be purchased in consecutive order.  It costs 1 VBP for each gear 

upgraded.   

Harry from team Arculight:  “Take if from me pal, 

a D6 rolls as easily as a tofu block on a cast iron 

pot!  Upgrading your gears will lead to greater 

distance in your rolls!   Hey……what do I know?!” 

 

  

 

 

When rolling for Effectiveness On-Road/Off-road, refer to the following conversion chart for all 

upgraded gears.   *NOTE:  Albeit it is not necessary to include the D6, it is here for reference. 
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Effectiveness D4 D6 D8 D10 D12 D20 

5  4 5 6 6 7 14 

4  3 4 5 5 6 12 

3  3 3 4 4 5 8 

2  1 2 2 2 3 6 

A game round is broken down into turns (the order of which is decided by initiative) which 

are further broken down into the following steps.  1.  The Initiative check step, 2.  The Action 

step, and lastly 3.  The non-player vehicle (NPV) step. 

1)  Initiative Check Step:  Every game round starts off with an Initiative roll.  Players take a 1D6 

(1 six sided die) and roll to get their initiative number.  The highest initiative goes first, ties 

compete via rolling 1D6.   This decides who goes first (players may opt to pass their turn 
allowing the next initiative winner to go next (they may repeat this until they are the last to 

take their turn).  Once everyone has performed their turn, the next game round begins.  At 
the beginning of the game, placement of the cars is determined by an initiative check.  This 

ensures that a car is not blocking another car from moving at the beginning of the race. 

  
2) The Action Step:  Decide whether to move your vehicle forward, reverse, evade, block or 

mine.  If your car is in the pit lane, you can replenish fuel, brakes, tires, repair armor, cockpit 
points, and reload your weapons.   NOTE:  Once you have allotted the dice in your dice 

pool towards one of these actions, your turn is over and the next player in the initiative 

order begins their action step.  The step repeats until all players have completed their 
action step. 

 
a) Forward:  Roll as many dice as you wish, up to your MDP.  The dice result is equal to or 

lower the number than you succeed on efficient and effectively moving to that point 

without having to waste fuel.  If you cannot you move you must expend -1 fuel (or -2 
fuel points for Type IV Semi-Trucks) on the first roll and 2X the fuel on any successive 

rolls.  *Note:  This too effects both Flying and Floating vehicles. Any movement die 
thrown, that strikes another object is considered a collision.  If you don’t spend -1 

braking, you and the vehicle you strike suffer 1 point of damage (the car struck may 
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perform an evade action if they still have die in their Movement Dice Pool unused for 

the turn.  The car striking the evading car still suffers 1 point of damage regardless). 

I. Q&A: What is a proper die roll?  A proper dice roll consists of the dice hitting the table 
at least once, causing it to roll in a truly random fashion.   The dice should be tossed 

within a 180 degree front arc of the vehicle (unless moving in reverse, which reduces 
your movement die to one D6) and within 1 car space. 

II.Q&A:  How does a collision occur?  Any object can be placed on the track in DX 

racing to pose as a danger of collision.  Striking an object is performed by rolling your 
movement dice and the dice touching the object.  Every die that collides with an 

object on the raceway represents damage equal to the die value of the die.  Spending 
1 brake point avoids crashing.  In addition spending 1 MDP to evade prevents others 

from crashing into you. 

III.Vehicle Facing:  Upon placing your car at the die, you have 4 facings to choose from 
(4 sides of a six sided die).  If cars are blocking your car from being placed, you may 

simply push your car into position while moving the other cars.  Any cars “pushed” in 
this manner cause damage to you and the cars you push equal to the die result of the 

move.   You may not avoid this damage, but cars that have unspent MDP may evade 

and avoid taking damage.  Additionally an optionally installed RAM plate on the front 
of your vehicle may prevent damage.  Strategically, this utilization of the facing 

movement could be used to push opponents off-road or into water areas where their 
vehicles are not appropriately equipped to handle.   

b) Reverse:  Any move in reverse reduces your movement dice pool to 1 for that turn.  

Even modern transmission systems only allow one speed in reverse.   Moving in reverse 

takes the entire turn, using up your entire MDP. 

c) Blocking:  Your car must be in front of the car you are trying to blocking and within line 

of sight of the vehicle.  Spending 1 unspent MDP during another players turn allows 

you to block.  Blocking forces the active player to re-roll a die. 

d) Evade:  This action utilizes 1 die from your MDP to avoid a competitor from colliding 

into the rear of your car, causing damage.  It is automatically successful, and protects 

you from 1 roll, no matter how many dice are included in the roll.   

e) Attack:  Weapons are used to attack cars or structures.  Reduces you Movement Dice 

Pool to 1 for the rest of the turn.  

f) Pit in:  This action utilizes 1 die from your MDP.  A player may perform a “recover” of 

1D6 vehicle points per turn and assign them to any stat up to its max starting value OR 

a “trade” action to exchange resources for items or upgrades.  Cars in the pit lane are 

immune to attack or collision.  To enter the pit lane, the die must land within the pit 

lane zone and the vehicle must have at least 2 tires within the pit lane area. 
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g) Mining:  use your ReZMiner module to mine resources at a Mining Site.  Car must be 

within 1 car space of Mine Site.  Spend 1 die from your movement dice pool to 

perform a mining action. 

 

3) The Non-player Vehicle (NPV) Turn:  When setting up the track, sometimes a hauler like a 
tow truck may be available for those racers that run out of fuel during the race.  These 

non-player vehicles can be moved by players under 2 circumstances.  The first is if you are 

last to move.  The second is if you skip your turn.   An NPV cannot be controlled by more 
than one player in a game round.  In some scenario missions, the NPV can be used for 

combat or necessary to complete a mission.   Titans and other characters on the track, 
such as pedestrians, can also be moved to provide your team with an advantage over 

your competitor. 

Building your own town is a way to put yourself on the map.   Acquire poster board or 

cardboard and draw out a circuit track to race on or simply use the floor and place obstacles 

around to define the track.  Off road sections can be marked with simple paper tokens made 

of paper to define the terrain.  Alternatively, use masking tape to create your track on any floor.  

Be creative with the resources that you have at hand.   After you have a race track, you need 

to decide where to place the start/finish line.  The following are some defining traits of a good 

track for DXRacing.

Off Road Sections:  Decide how to delineate what is off-road to avoid arguments.  Leaving the 

race track and going off road will do tire damage to your vehicle and increase your probability 

of getting stuck.    Every movement roll made from off-road results in -1 tire value deduction or 

-2 for type IV vehicles.  On every successive rolls it is twice the damage of the first roll. 

Pit-lane:  Traditionally, the pit-lane is located near or at the finish/start line.  But you may place 

the pitlane anywhere along the race track.  It costs 1 die from your movement die pool to pit-

in.  There is a printable pit-lane that can be used in the Appendices.  

Mobile Pit-lane:  This mobile version of a pit-lane only moves 1 vehicle space (the length of the 

mobile pitlane itself).  Finally, it can only be moved during the non-player vehicle turn.   

Vehicles simply have to move their vehicles within 1 car space and declare that they are 

pitting in, at a cost of 1 die from your movement die pool. 
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Trading Posts:  These designated buildings trade and build unique items that con only be 

purchased with mined resources.  It costs 1 die from your movement die pool to enter, once 

your car is within one car space of the building.   

Mine Sites:  These DX owned structures are equipped with shield and weapon systems, which 

are normally disabled during a DXRace.  .  It costs 1 die from your movement die pool to enter, 

once your car is within one car space of the mine.  How do I mine for resources?  Mining is 

covered later in this manual.  There is a printable mine-site that can be used in the 

Appendices. 

Obstacles:  This can be 

anything from pedestrians 

to barrier walls.  Note: 

pedestrians can be moved 

at an MDP of 1 during the 

nonplayer vehicle move 

phase.  Players hitting 

objects with their 

movement rolls results in 

collision damage, unless 

they utilize their brakes.  

Hitting a pedestrian 

however, does an 

additional 1 damage and 

reduces your driver’s 

reputation by one point.  

 

The owner of all the mine sites on DBRC is DX Corp.   During sanctioned races, these mine 

sites have their force shields down and are made accessible by all racers during a DX 

sponsored race event.   Albeit, DX owns the mine sites, they still rely on the DXRacer to put 

forth the risks and maintenance costs of mining resources. 
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How do I mine for resources?  Move your DXRacer within 1 car space of a mine site and 

perform a mining action.  Every mining action costs one die from your movement dice pool.  

To mine, you simply roll 1D6, then state whether or not to add or subtract the second 1D6 

from the first roll.  If the result is negative, an explosion occurs and you lose -1 Drive Life.  If the 

number is not negative, refer to the search result table below. 

Resources are elements used to trade, build, and upgrade weapons and equipment in DX 

Racing.  They are list in the following table along-side the search results necessary to acquire 

them.  

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do I do with the resources? 

Now that you have acquired resource, you need to know what you can do with them.  The 

following tables outline some of the things you can build using the resources.  You simply pit 

into the pit lane and subtract the resources from your vehicle build sheet to acquire the item.  

Lastly, you can exchange resources for vehicle build points at a rate listed on the table above 

at the end of any race.   Below are some items that can be acquired during your Pit-in “trade” 

action. 

Search Result (roll 1D6 
<add> or <subtract> 

roll second 1D6) 
Resource 

Vehicle Build 
Point value 

1 gold (go) 2 

2 si licon (si) 1 
3 gun powder (gu) ½ 

4 rubber (ru) 1/3 

5 iron (ir) ¼ 

6 lead (le) 1/5 

7 quartz (qz) 1/6 

8 cork (ck) 1/7 
9 aluminum (al) 1/8 

10 petroleum (pe) 1/9 

11 copper (co) 1/10 

12 wood (w) 0 
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Common Upgrades acquired by “trade” action in the Pit Lane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above:  A couple of DX Racing cars dock at a DX Mine to collect resources. 

 

Legendary Items built using resources built only at Trading Posts. 

Item Description Resources Requirements 

Kevlar wheels 
upgrade 

This upgrades the beadlocks to 
be more resistent to wear and 
tear.  +2MDP or +2MR per 1 fuel 
spent. 

aluminum (1), 
rubber (2), 
petroleum (1) 

Beadlocks 

Armor or cockpit 

upgrade 

Starting Armor points increased 

+1 

iron(1), 

aluminum (1) 
  

Tire upgrade Starting Tire points increased +1 
rubber (1), 
petroleum (1) 

  

Fuel tank upgrade Starting Fuel points increased +1 lead (1), cork (1)   

Brakes upgrade 
Starting Brake points increased 
+1 

lead (1), iron (1)   

Snorkel upgrade 
Allow vehicle to traverse water 
for 1 turn 

rubber (1),cork 
(1), 
petroleum(1) 
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Item Description Resources Requirements 

Electro-Mag Pusher 
Pushes a car 1 MR in any 
direction using magnetism. 

silicon (3), 
copper (3), iron 
(1) 

Ammo is 
equal the 
amount of 
lead. 

Ever-Flame flamer 
cartridge 

Increased flamer capability. 
cork (3), rubber 
(2), aluminum 
(1) 

Flamer;   
Ammo is 
petroleum.  

Warp-drive booster 

Allows the player to move 1 
additional turn anytime during 
the game.  Only used once per 

lap. 

quartz (2), 
gold(2), cork(1), 
wood (2), 

rubber(1) 

  

Little-Boy bomb nuke 

upgrade 
Bomb damage is X3 

lead (2), iron 
(1), gunpowder 

(3) 

Bomb 

Avenger upgrade 
Gatlin gun does 2 damage per 
hit 

gunpowder (3), 
lead (2) 

Gatlin gun 

Mirror-Focus reflector Redirect laser fire to 2 targets 
quartz (2), 
silicon (3), lead 
(2) 

  

Hound Enhanced 
Radar 

Missiles automatically hit flying 
targets 

gold(2), copper 
(2), aluminum 
(2) Missiles 

Disintegrator Ray 

Reduces to zero one of the 

following: Tires, Armor, Brakes or 
Fuel.  

Qty. 1 of all 
resources 

 Ammo is 
gold (1), 

quartz (1) per 
shot. 

Garage 

Same effects as a pit-lane, but 
can only be used by the owner.  
The axis player places the garage 
on the race map during the 
Track Setup.   

Qty. 2 of all 
resources 

Armor points 
are equal to 
the amount 
of wood 
used to build. 

Mobile HQ 

Same effects as a mobile pit-lane, 
but can only be used by owner.  
The axis player places the garage 
on the race map during the 
Track Setup.  Movement based 

on Type IV class vehicle. 

Iron (4), 
rubber(4), 

aluminum (4) 

Requires 
upgrading 
an existing 
Type IV Semi-

truck/Hauler 
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Sometimes, you will not have others to play DX Racing.  The following table is used to 

determine the decisions of the opposing DX Racing A.I. players.  This artificial intelligence (A.I.) 

table can be used to generate random action for a solitaire game. 

2D6 Result A.I. Action 

2 Moves using Maximum Rolls and avoids collisions. 

3 
Moves using full MDP rulling only once and avoids 
collisions. 

4 Attacks nearest target and moves. 

5 Attacks furthest target within line of sight and moves. 

6 Moves using Maximum Rolls, spend 1 MDP to block. 

7 Moves using Maximum Rolls, spend 1 MDP to evade. 

8 
Moves using Maximum Rolls, purposefully rams 
vehicles. 

9 Attacks furthest target and Blocks. 

10 Attacks nearest target and evades. 

11 Moves using Maximum Rolls and avoids collisions. 

12 
Attacks with maximum affect.  All Hits strike 
automatically 

 

 Left:  Mobile Pit-Lane 

“Optimus” next to a 

semi-truck and hauler. 
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It is up to you as to what constitutes a victory.  In a standard game, 3 laps is a victory.  
Conditions could include mining 3 gold, for example.   Another condition could be to simply 

survive or player that mines the most in an hour wins.  Every winning race increases the 

driver’s reputation by X points, where X is the number of players you’ve bested in the race.  
The following are just a few scenarios that you can incorporate into your own track races. 

 

1. Zombie apocalypse:  In this race, you will need a few extra miniatures to represent 

zombies during the race.  The zombies are considered NPVs.  The objective is to be the 

last man standing in the race.  The zombies are placed on random locations on the 

map.  Anytime you collide with one, you suffer -1 cockpit damage.  The zombies are 

not concerned about the extra thick Ram plate attached to your car, nor the thick 

armor plating.  They will simply reach into the cockpit to get to their next meal! 

2. Haulers paradise:  In this race, each player will need a vehicle capable of towing or 

hauling another vehicle.  The players start off with the Semi-truck/hauler pulling their 

primary racer until the hauler is out of the race.  The hauler is not allowed to pit-in. 

3. Attack of the Titans:  Create your very own multiclass combiner with 200 VBP.  Can 

you prevent your opponent from crossing the finish line?  One player start at the 

starting line of the race.  The other starts at the finish line and travels in the opposite 

direction of the race track. 

4. The Gauntlet.  All vehicles enter the race with weapons and equipment disabled.  

During the race, 1D6 locations are available to unlock the weapons.  Designate these 

locations as Mine Sites, Trading Posts, or a mobile pit-lane.  Winner of the race 

completes 4 laps or is the last vehicle remaining in the race. 

5. Sky Dominion.  Divide the track into 6 zones.  A large B-72 Strato-Fortress flies slowly 

around the track.  At the beginning of every players turn, roll 1d6.   If you are still 

located in that zone, you suffer 1d6 damage from the B-72 bomber.  You are safe if 

you are at mine-sites, mobile pit-lanes, pit-lanes and trading posts. 
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Located in these appendices are printable objects to use in DX Racing, which includes the 

following: 

 

1. Summary of a Game Round. 

2. Printable Pit-lane. 

3. Printable Mine Site 

4. Printable Trading Post 

5. Printable DX Racing Vehicle Sheet 

 

 

ADA:  “Hi race child!  Your adventures will take 

you to the edge of DBRC.  Be warry of the 
DX….they own the Strato-Fortress B-72s that 

shoot down all that fly above 1000 feet.  DX 

has even built androids as tall as the tallest 
Bogos Titans!  Take it from me kid, if you want 

to get ahead in this game……build a garage 
first!” 

 

Below:   DX Titan measuring 57’ tall in the 

distance.  
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1) Initiative Check Step:  Every game round starts off with an Initiative roll.  Players take a 1D6 

(1 six sided die) and roll to get their initiative number.  The highest initiative goes first, ties 
compete via rolling 1D6.    

2) The Action Step:  Decide whether to move your vehicle forward, reverse, evade, block or 

mine.  If your car is in the pit lane, you can replenish fuel, brakes, tires, repair armor, cockpit 
points, and reload your weapons.   

a) Forward:  Roll as many dice as you wish, up to your MDP.  The dice result is equal to or 
lower the number than you succeed on efficient and effectively moving to that point 

without having to waste fuel.  If you cannot you move you must expend -1 fuel (or -2 
fuel points for Type IV Semi-Trucks) on the first roll and 2X the fuel on any successive 

rolls.  *Note:  This too effects both Flying and Floating vehicles. Any movement die 

thrown, that strikes another object is considered a collision.  If you don’t spend -1 
braking, you and the vehicle you strike suffer 1 point of damage (the car struck may 

perform an evade action if they still have die in their Movement Dice Pool unused for 
the turn.  The car striking the evading car still suffers 1 point of damage regardless). 

b) Reverse:  Any move in reverse reduces your movement dice pool to 1 for that turn.  

Even modern transmission systems only allow one speed in reverse.   Moving in reverse 

takes the entire turn, using up your entire MDP. 

c) Blocking:  Your car must be in front of the car you are trying to blocking and within line 

of sight of the vehicle.  Spending 1 unspent MDP during another players turn allows 

you to block.  Blocking forces the active player to re-roll a die. 

d) Evade:  This action utilizes 1 die from your MDP to avoid a competitor from colliding 

into the rear of your car, causing damage.  It is automatically successful, and protects 

you from 1 roll, no matter how many dice are included in the roll.   

e) Attack:  Weapons are used to attack cars or structures.  Reduces you Movement Dice 

Pool to 1 for the rest of the turn.  

f) Pit in:  This action utilizes 1 die from your MDP.  A player may perform a “recover” of 

1D6 vehicle points per turn and assign them to any stat up to its max starting value OR 

a “trade” action to exchange resources for items or upgrades.  Cars in the pit lane are 

immune to attack or collision.  To enter the pit lane, the die must land within the pit 

lane zone and the vehicle must have at least 2 tires within the pit lane area. 

g) Mining:  use your ReZMiner module to mine resources at a Mining Site.  Car must be 

within 1 car space of Mine Site.  Spend 1 die from your movement dice pool to 

perform a mining action. 

 

3) The Non-player Vehicle (NPV) Turn 
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Drivers Name:   Reputation:  Number of Races:  Wins: 

 

Vehicle Build Points: 

 

 

 

Armor:  Cockpit: Driver Life: 

 

Tires:  Fuel:  Brakes: 

 

 

 

 

Type 

Movement 

Dice  Pool 

(MDP) 

Maximum 

Rolls (MR) 

Effectivenes

s  On Road 

Effectiven

ess Off 

Road 

Flight 

Value  

Float  

Value  

Starting 

Tire  

Points 

Starting 

Fue l 

Points 

Starting 

Armor 

Points 

          

1 Equipment 

VBP 

cost Dice Damage Starting Ammo Facing Mode  Effects 

2                

3                

4                

5                

6                

Resource 
Mined 

gold (go)  

s ilicon (si)  

gun powder (gu)  

rubber (ru)  

iron ( ir)  

lead ( le)  

quartz (qz)  

cork (ck)  

aluminum (al)  

pe t roleum (pe)  

copper (co)  

wood (w)  

Figure 1Vehicle Illustration 


